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Double-period zero-order metal gratings as effective selective absorbers
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The electromagnetic response of a zero-order metal grating having a primary deep short-period component
and a shallow long-period component is modeled. It is found that such a metal grating has an unusual
surface-plasmon-polariton band structure and exhibits strong selective absorption of incident radiation. This
opens up potential for designing metal surfaces with specific optical response features.
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I. INTRODUCTION

A surface plasmon polariton~SPP! is an excitation local-
ized on a metal-dielectric interface, which is a composite
an electromagnetic wave in the dielectric and a surf
plasma wave, a collective electronic excitation, in the met1

On a flat metal surface, an SPP mode can not be dire
coupled to by incident radiation because the dispersion cu
of the SPP is beyond the light cone~the in-plane momentum
of the SPP is greater than the maximum available pho
momentum in the adjacent dielectric!. When a grating is cre-
ated on a metal surface, two closely related physical effe
occur. First, the periodicity of the grating provides addition
in-plane momentum for the incident photons, which enab
the excitation of the surface-plasmon-polariton by elect
magnetic radiation. This mechanism, often called ‘‘grati
coupling,’’ has long been used to study the SPP modes
metal surfaces. Second, the grating also splits the SPP
persion curve into bands, just as the electron states in a
riodic potential form into bands. As we will discuss, the
two effects open the opportunity for designing the opti
properties of metal surfaces by choosing suitable grating
files.

Here we consider a simple double-period grating
scribed by

z5A1 sinS 2p

l
xD1An sinS 2p

nl
x1anD , ~1!

wheren is an integer greater than one. The first term on
right side of Eq.~1! is the principal component of the gratin
which has an amplitude ofA1 and a period ofl. The second
term has an amplitude ofAn (!A1), a period ofnl (n>2),
and a relative phase ofan . We are particularly interested i
the case where the grating is zero order, i.e.,l.2nl, where
l is the electromagnetic wavelength.

To appreciate the electromagnetic properties of
double-period grating, we first consider the case ofAn50,
nÞ1, i.e., a sinusoidal zero order grating. It is known fro
previous studies that very flat SPP bands may be formed
a deep short pitch metal grating,2,3 each band correspondin
to a standing SPP mode localized in the grating grooves3–6

However, within the light cone, the SPP modes on suc
sinusoidal grating are very broad~or short ranged! because
they are strongly radiative.3 Consequently, the excitation o
the SPP modes only leads to weak absorption of the incid
PRB 610163-1829/2000/61~19!/13177~6!/$15.00
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light over a rather wide range of the frequency band, i.e
deep zero-order single-period sinusoidal grating does
drastically change the optical properties of the metal surf
except for the case of a large incident angle where sh
resonant absorption may occur. Now let us consider the c
in which A2 takes a small~compared toA1) but nonzero
value. SinceA2!A1, the large period component will no
significantly change the SPP dispersion except for ba
folding effects~note that the size of the Brillouin zone,p/ l ,
is now only half of the original size, 2p/ l ). However, such a
weak long-period component has a drastic effect on the e
tromagnetic response of the metal surface. This is beca
the originally nonradiative long-range SPP modes near
original Brillouin zone boundary (k'p/ l ) are now folded
into the light cone, and thus they can now be excited
incident radiation leading to strong resonant absorption.~A
slightly different way of saying this is that the weak lon
period component provides extra in-plane momentum,
multiples ofp/ l , for the incident photons, and therefore a
lows direct coupling between the incident radiation and
long range SPP modes created by the principal deep grat!

Note that the frequencies of the standing-wave S
modes in the grooves are determined by the deep sh
period component only, whilst the strength of coupling b
tween the incident radiation and the long range SPP is de
mined by the weak long-period component of the gratin
Therefore, by choosing suitable parameters of the princ
components~i.e., l and A1) one can achieve any require
SPP resonant frequencies, and at the same time, by choo
appropriate parameters of the weak long-period compon
one can obtain any required absorption line shape.

II. METHOD

Our calculation is based on a method originally propos
by Chandezonet al.7 The method has been improved an
applied to study a wide range of diffractive gratin
systems.8–12 Very recently, we have extended the method
calculate the photonic band structures of multilayer grat
systems13 and the SPP dispersion of metal gratings.3,5 The
essence of the method is to map the curved surface onto a
plane by the use of a nonorthogonal curvilinear coordin
transformation. Maxwell’s equations are then solved in
new coordinate system for both the top medium and the s
strate. Matching the tangential components of the fie
13 177 ©2000 The American Physical Society
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FIG. 1. The reflection coefficient as a function of frequency for normally incident radiation calculated for four double-period
gratings described by Eq.~4!, which have the same principal component (A1525 nm, l 530 nm), but different long-period components.~a!
A250, a250. ~b! A251 nm, a250. ~c! A252.5 nm,a250. ~d! A255 nm, a250. Note that results between the two vertical dotted lin
in the vicinity of vp /A2 are not numerically convergent for the reasons given in the text.
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across the interface, we calculate the scattering matrix of
interface defined by

S CT
1

CS
2D 5SS CT

2

CS
1D , ~2!

where CT
1 (CT

2) is a vector containing the coefficients o
upward ~downward! going eigenmodes in the top mediu
and CS

1 (CS
2) is a vector containing the coefficients of u

wards~downwards! going eigenmodes in the substrate. T
reflection and transmission coefficients of the grating
then calculated using the scattering matrix. Dispers
curves of the SPP’s are obtained by finding the poles of
scattering matrix in the frequency–wave-vector (v2k)
plane.3,5
e

e
n
e

We assume the top medium and the substrate are air
silver, respectively. The dielectric function of the silver
described by a simple free-electron Drude model,

em~v!511
i tvp

2

v~12 ivt!
, ~3!

where vp is the plasma frequency andt is the relaxation
time of the electrons. In our calculation we have takenvp

51.3231016 s21 andt51.45310214 s; values for silver.14

III. RESULTS

In Fig. 1 we present the reflection coefficients for bo
TM ~p! and TE~s! polarized normally incident electromag
netic waves calculated for several double-period silver g
ings described by
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z5A1 sinS 2p

l
xD1A2 sinS 2p

2l
x1a2D . ~4!

In this calculation we fixl 530 nm, A1525 nm, a250,
while A2 is taken to be 0, 1, 2.5, and 5 nm for the fo
gratings, respectively.~Calculations were also performed fo
grating profile with different nonzero values ofa2. It is
found that, for the case ofA2!A1, the electromagnetic re
sponse of the grating is not very sensitive toa2. Therefore,
we only present here the results obtained witha250.! In our
notation, a normally incident TM~TE! wave has its magnetic
field ~electric field! in the direction perpendicular to the gra
ing vector.

Figure 1 shows that the reflection coefficient curves
TE polarized waves, incident in a plane containing the g
ing vector, are almost independent of the detailed profile
the zero-order gratings. Forv,vp , a TE polarized incident
wave is nearly totally reflected. This is because TE polari
electromagnetic waves cannot excite SPP’s for this ge
etry, and therefore there is no strong absorption mechan
Since the gratings are zero order, there are no diffracted
ders. As a result, the reflection coefficient is not sensitive
the detailed grating profile. Forv.vp , both the TE and the
TM polarized incident waves can excite bulk plasmons in
metal, resulting in strong absorption, so that the reflect
coefficient becomes very small.

In contrast to the TE polarized waves, a TM polariz
wave, incident in a plane containing the grating vector, c
excite the SPP’s on the grating surface, and its reflec
coefficient may be very sensitive to the grating profile. F
ure 1~a! shows that, for the caseA250, which represents a
pure sinusoidal grating, the reflection coefficient is sign
cantly different from unity only in the vicinity ofvp /A2, the
surface-plasmon frequency of a flat surface, and in the reg
v.vp , where bulk plasmons are excited. However, whe
weak long-period~60 nm! component is introduced into th
grating, very narrow but deep reflection minima appear
the frequency regions where previously the radiation wo
be nearly totally reflected by the original single-period gr
ing. Since the gratings are zero order in the whole freque
region considered here, there is no higher order diffract
therefore any deviation from total reflection is due to abso
tion. Figures 1~a!–1~d! illustrate that even when the ampl
tude of the long-period component is small compared to
of the principal component, the effect on the optical respo
of the silver grating is dramatic.

The physical mechanism of this effect is best underst
by examining the SPP band structures. We have calcul
the SPP dispersion curves of the single period grating~with
l 530 nm andA1525 nm) as well as those of a doubl
period grating~with l 530 nm,A1525 nm,A252.5 nm and
a250). Figure 2~a! shows the SPP dispersion curves of t
single period sinusoidal silver grating. It can be seen t
quite flat bands are formed in the frequency regions b
below and abovevp /A2. Such flat-band features of th
short-pitch metal gratings were first found by Laks, Mil
and Maradudin2 in the early 1980’s using an integral metho
proposed by Toigoet al.15 Only recently, however, has
clear physical picture for the formation of such flat surfac
plasmon bands been proposed by the present authors.3,5 It is
now understood that the flat bands belowvp /A2 originate
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from coupled surface plasmon modes strongly localized
the grating grooves,5 while those abovevp /A2 are derived
from surface plasmon modes localized at the peaks of
metal surfaces.3 Since the dispersion curve of the surfa
plasmon on a flat surface atv5vp /A2 is flat, a periodic
modulation of the surface will create effectively an infini
number of bands due to band folding. Consequently,
separation between bands in the vicinity ofvp /A2 is very
small, and it is very difficult to resolve them in numeric
calculations. A feature of Fig. 2~a! is that, apart from within
close proximity ofvp /A2, the SPP modes within the ligh
cone are very broad due to the strong radiative damping

FIG. 2. The calculated SPP dispersion relations~thick solid
lines! for two zero-order silver gratings.~a! A pure sinusoidal grat-
ing with A1525 nm, andl 530 nm. ~b! A double-period grating
with A1525 nm, l 530 nm, A252.5 nm, anda250. Also plotted
are the light line~thin solid lines! and the SPP dispersion on a fl
silver/air surface~dotted lines!. The shaded area indicates the regi
where convergent results have not been obtained for the rea
described in the text.
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therefore give no significant resonances in the scattering
trix. As mentioned earlier, such strong radiative damping
the SPP modes within the light cone is common for p
sinusoidal gratings.

Figure 2~b! shows the SPP band structure of the doub
period grating~with A1525 nm, l 530 nm, A252.5 nm,
a250). Since the repeat unit of the double-period grating
twice that of the principal component, the size of the n
Brillouin zone is half the original. Thus Fig. 2~b! can be
easily understood by use of the zone folding scheme. Th
are two important differences between Figs. 2~a! and 2~b!.
First a small band gap opens atk5p/2l in each SPP band o
the original deep short pitch grating due to the perturbat
introduced by the long-period (2l ) component. Second, th
originally nonradiative modes atk5p/ l of the pure sinu-
soidal grating are now folded to the Brillouin zone cent
k50, and hence become radiative. These modes becom
diative only because of the existence of the long-period co
ponents of the grating, therefore their radiative broaden
Dv rad , is small as long asA2 is small. When the normally
incident TM polarized EM wave matches the frequency
one of these modes, sharp resonant absorption occurs
first five minima in Fig. 1~c! occur at frequencies which
agree with the frequencies determined by the intercept
the first five bands in Fig. 2~b! with the kx50 axis.

Since the radiative broadening of such a SPP mod
determined by the long period component of the grating,
can easily changeDv rad by adjustingA2. This is illustrated
in Fig. 3 where we plot the reflection coefficients for no
mally incident TM polarized radiation near the second S
resonance calculated with a fixedA1525 nm and various
values ofA2.

These numerical results show the optical response of
grating as the amplitude of the long period componen
increased and they show the interesting feature that one
find an optimum value ofA2 that yields total absorption
This feature can be understood using a simple phenom
logical model based upon the Breit-Wigner formula of m

FIG. 3. Reflection coefficients near the second SPP reson
for TM polarized normally incident radiation from a series
double-period silver gratings containing the same principal com
nent (A1525 nm, l 530 nm), but with different amplitudes for th
long-period components (A2) anda250.
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tichannel resonance theory.16 Without the SPP, the grating i
effectively highly reflective andR0'1, because the grating
is zero order. Once theA2 component is present, an absor
tion channel is open via SPP radiation. This can be descr
in the first approximation by a two channel model in whi
the SPP can lose energy by radiation~width Dv rad) and by
thermal heating loss to the metal~width Dv therm).

Within the two channel model, the Breit-Wigner approx
mation gives

T0'
4Dv radDv therm

~v2v0!21~Dv therm1Dv rad!2 , ~5!

for the transmission coefficient into the loss channel in
region of the SPP frequencyv0. Since this is the only energy
loss mechanism, then in this regionR0'12T0, and so the
reflection coefficient depends critically upon the relati
magnitudes ofDv therm and Dv rad , which are measures o
the relative probabilities of energy loss by the thermal a
radiative channels. These widths depend upon the param
of the grating and the numerical calculation enables one
model the response exactly, thereby providing a design
for a frequency selective absorbing surface.

In the whole frequency region considered here and wit
the light cone, the thermal broadening of the SPP modes
a pure sinusoidal gratingis much less than the strong radi
tive broadening. At a low frequency (v!vp /A2), uesilveru
@1, it is very difficult for the electromagnetic~EM! fields to
penetrate into the metal, and thereforeDv therm is very small.
The excitation of such an SPP mode by incident radiat
only leads to a very shallow absorption, as can be seen f
Fig. 1~a!. As the frequency increases, the amplitude ofesilver
decreases, making it easier for the EM fields to penetrate
silver, and so the thermal broadening widths of the S
modes increase. Consequently, SPP modes at higher freq
cies lead to deeper absorption minima. In the vicinity
vp /A2, there are so many SPP bands squeezed into a na
frequency range that the excitation of these modes lead
very strong absorption, even though each SPP mode in
region is overcoupled, i.e.,Dv rad.Dv therm. ~It is very dif-
ficult to achieve numerically convergent reflection coef
cients in this frequency region for the same reason
in the dispersion calculation.! In the frequency region
1.031016 s21,v,vp , the SPP modes become very we
separated again and the absorption becomes very w
Whenv.vp , the incident waves are nearly completely a
sorbed because of excitation of bulk plasmons in the silv

Turning again to Fig. 3, it can be seen that whenA2
51 nm, the reflection minimum is narrow and shallow ind
cating that the SPP mode is significantly undercoupled to
incident radiation, in accordance with Eq.~5!, i.e., Dv rad
,Dv therm. As A2 increases,Dv rad increases and the reflec
tion minimum becomes deeper and wider. AtA2'5 nm,
maximum absorption occurs (R0'0), which indicates that a
this amplitudeDv rad'Dv therm is satisfied. AsA2 increases
further, the mode becomes overcoupled to the free radia
and therefore the absorption minimum becomes even w
and shallower. From Fig. 3 we can also see that asA2 in-
creases the reflection minimum shifts slightly upwards
frequency due to the perturbation of the SPP mode by
long pitch component of the grating. In terms of perturbati
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theory, the frequency shift and the radiative broadening
the SPP mode are, respectively, associated with the rea
imaginary parts of the self-energy of the SPP mode in
duced by the weak long pitch component.

Until now we have considered only the case in which
double-period grating contains a principal short-period~l!
Fourier component and a weak component with a period
is twice the principal one (2l ). It is natural to ask what
happens if we taken.2 in Eq. ~1!. In Fig. 4 we plot the
reflection coefficients for TM polarized incident waves c
culated for four different double-period gratings, as defin
by Eq. ~1!, with n52, 3, 4, and 5, respectively. In thes
calculations, we have takenA1525 nm, l 530 nm, An
55 nm, andan50. For the sake of clarity, in Fig. 4 we onl
plot the results in the frequency region 231015 s21,v,8
31015 s21. ~In the frequency regionv,231015 s21, the
incident radiation is almost totally reflected.! It can be seen
that the reflection coefficient curves for the four doub
period gratings are very similar. Each strong resonant
sorption minimum corresponds to one band of the origi
sinusoidal grating withA1525 nm, andl 530 nm.

When a weak Fourier component with a periodnl is
added to the principal pure sinusoidal grating of periodl, the
size of the Brillouin zone is reduced byn times to 2p/nl,
and therefore each band of the original sinusoidal gra
folds inton bands. Consequently,I (n/2) values ofkx on each
band of the original sinusoidal grating are folded tokx50 in
the new Brillouin zone, whereI (n/2) is the integer part of
n/2. In principle, all these SPP modes atkx50 can be ex-
cited by normally incident TM polarized radiation, thus ea
of these modes should lead to a resonance absorption.
expectation is clearly contrary to the results shown in Fig
For example, in the case ofn55, two SPP modes (kx
52p/5l , andkx54p/5l ) in each band of the principal pur
sinusoidal grating are folded tokx50, but only one resonan
absorption minimum is seen in the frequency region of
original SPP band, as shown in Fig. 4. This apparent con
diction can be easily understood by considering the coup

FIG. 4. Reflection coefficients for TM polarized normally inc
dent radiation from four different double-period gratings, as defi
by Eq. ~1!, with n52, 3, 4, and 5, respectively. All these grating
have the same principal component (A1525 nm, l 530 nm), An

55 nm andan50.
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strengths between the normally incident light and differe
SPP modes atkx50. It is most convenient to start from th
SPP bands of the principal sinusoidal grating (l 530 nm)
shown in Fig. 2~a!. When the weak long-period (nl) compo-
nent is introduced, it provides extra in-plane momentakx

5m(2p/nl), where m51,2,3, . . . ) for the photons, and
therefore enables the direct coupling between normally in
dent photons (kx50) and the SPP modes withkx

5m(2p/nl), which are thekx50 modes in the reduced Bril
louin zone of the double-period grating. Since the we
long-period component is purely sinusoidal, the coupling
tween akx50 photon and thekx52p/nl SPP modes arise
from first order perturbation, while coupling between akx

50 photon and akx5m(2p/nl) SPP mode withm.1 cor-
responds to high order perturbation and therefore is m
weaker. As a result, only the excitation of thekx52p/nl
mode on a SPP band of the principal sinusoidal grating
lead to strong absorption. This explanation is supported
comparing the frequencies of resonant absorption for
four double-period gratings shown in Fig. 4 with the SP
bands of the principal sinusoidal grating shown in Fig. 2~a!.
Because double-period gratings with different values on
probe slightly different parts of the dispersion curves of t
principal sinusoidal grating, this provides an alternative a
proach for determining the SPP dispersion of the princi
grating and for designing metal surfaces to give specific
flection properties.

IV. CONCLUSION

We study a zero-order double-period silver grating wh
consists of a principal sinusoidal component and a shal
long-period component. It is shown that, on a zero-or
pure sinusoidal metal grating, the SPP modes within the li
cone are strongly radiative and the absorption of normal
cident TM polarized light is very weak except for the fr
quency region nearvp /A2. Outside the light cone, long
range SPP modes are formed on a deep sinusoidal m
grating, but they can not be excited by incident radiation.
a double-period grating, the weak long-period compon
provides extra in-plane momenta for the incident photo
and therefore allows the coupling between incident radiat
and the long range SPP mode created by the principal d
grating. It is found that the excitation of these long ran
SPP modes leads to strong frequency selective absorptio
incident radiation. The absorption frequencies and absorp
lineshapes can be independently controlled by adjusting
amplitudes of the principal and the weak-long-period co
ponents of the grating, which promises many possible ap
cations. This work also presents a simple example of des
ing the optical properties of metal surfaces by engineer
the SPP band structures.
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